Venous Thromboembolism (VTE) is a multifactorial disease that is influenced by individual genetic background and various environmental factors, high altitude (HA) being the one. HA exposure may cause release of several damage associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), which act as ligand for various immune receptors. Previous studies on western population involving SNPs analysis of TLRs demonstrated that TLRs are involved in development and progression of several cardiovascular diseases. But, no such study has been done in Indian population in context of HA exposure. TLRs, being receptors play a significant role in manifestation and elimination of diseases by recognition of specific ligands and downstream signal transduction therefore; the genetic variation in TLRs could be implicated for imparting varying response of individuals to discrete diseases.

Therefore, in accordance with it, in present study changes in protein structures of TLR2 and TLR4 due to presence of SNP were accessed by in-silico tools to observe whether the mutation has effect on protein structure and integrity which further influencing its function. The results showed that SNP harbouring protein has decreased functional pockets, thus may be protective for disease. Taking this lead further to genotypic level, first time association between Toll-like receptor genes polymorphism and risk of high altitude induced venous thrombosis is analyzed in Indian population by PCR RFLP method. Though the result showed initial trend that TLR2 and TLR9 SNP are monomorphic in distribution and for TLR4 there was no significant difference in distribution of SNP between healthy and HA-DVT group, these SNPs have potential to be used as susceptibility markers if studied in large population size.
Introduction

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is characterised as one of the widespread multifactorial disease, which is associated with several inherited and acquired predisposing factors [1-3]. Hypoxia, an unique environment condition at high altitudes is being characterised as one of the acquired risk factor for VTE as it predisposes otherwise healthy individuals to venous thrombosis. There are various reports giving insight about the incidences of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism [4,5], portal vein thrombosis [7] and cerebral venous thrombosis [7] at high altitude [8]. Anand et al., has reported that long term stay at HA is associated with 30% increase in risk of vascular thrombosis [9]. Still the underlying molecular mechanism of hypoxia-induced venous thrombosis is not well established. The annual incidence of occurrence of VTE globally is 6 to 29 persons per lakh in distinct populations [10]. Whereas, In Indian population very few incidences have been reported mainly because of the lack of epidemiological data for VTE [11]. The inherited risk factors affecting VTE includes mutations in genes involved in coagulation and fibrinolytic pathway. Also, it is established that the mutations in the genes of either pro-coagulant or anticoagulant are also associated the risk of VTE [12-15]. Chronic local or systemic inflammation occurs as the result of manifestation of various cardiovascular diseases including VTE. The pro-inflammatory molecules like cytokines and chemokines mediate this inflammation. However, the role of mutations in genes involved pro-inflammatory pathways is not well elucidated for VTE. There are new studies indicating that hypoxia is associated with inflammation [16,17]. The primary receptors of innate immunity are Toll-Like receptors (TLRs) and they can be a possible thread linking hypoxia and VTE by recognition of damage associated molecular patterns (DAMPS) generated by hypoxia. There are several lines of evidence showing TLRs links innate immune defence interaction with pro-inflammatory pathways that in turn affects the occurrence of diseases The various cells and tissues of cardiovascular system expresses TLRs on their surface [18]. There are various studies on SNPs analysis of TLRs conducted on western population that show that TLRs are involved in development and progression of diseases like atherosclerosis, thrombosis, congestive heart failure and cardiac dysfunction in sepsis etc. [19-22]. There are 11 TLRs that has been identified and cloned in humans. The number of studies related to different TLR polymorphism and their susceptibility to cardiovascular diseases is limited. The most widely studied TLR SNPs involved in CVDs are of TLR 2, 4 and 9 genes in western population. TLR2 A2258G (rs5743708) has been studied for association with Coronary restenosis [19], TLR4 A896G (rs4986790) for Atherosclerosis [20], and carotid artery atherogenesis [21] and TLR9 T-1237C (rs5743836) for Deep vein thrombosis, atherogenesis or restenosis [22].

The presence of SNP in a gene may influence or change the structure of the protein coded by that gene. In present study we aim to observe the effect of respective SNP on protein structure of TLR 2, 4 and 9 by using bioinformatics tool. The changes in protein structure will influence the recognition of signal by receptor and hence susceptibility to the disease. Furthermore, we also analysed association of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in TLR genes with the risk of predisposing individuals to VTE by studying genetic polymorphisms in TLR2 (rs5743708), TLR4 (rs4986790) and TLR9 (rs5743836) genes in high altitude (HA) Thrombosis patients in comparison to healthy subjects.

Methods

Protein structure analysis

The protein structure of TLR2, TLR4 and TLR9 both wild and mutant harbouring SNP viz. TLR2 (rs5743708), TLR4 (rs4986790) and TLR9 (rs5743836) was modelled using RaptorX program [23]. Energy minimization was done using Swiss-Pdb Viewer
Structures were visualized using PyMol (www.pymol.org). Structure validation was done using ERRAT (http://services.mbi.ucla.edu/ERRAT/), ProSA [25,26], PROCHECK [27] and PROVE. Surface topography and pockets were estimated using CASTp [28], for providing insights related to protein properties. Clefts and cavities were determined using ProFunc [29]. These regions are important from functional aspects. The area and volume of clefts are important for determining interacting residues, ligand and receptor binding. The mutants were generated using I-Mutant 3.0 providing details of their respective stabilities [31]. The DDG value less than zero is indicative of decrease in stability and more than zero specifies increase in stability. Channels in the protein structure were determined using beta cavityweb [31].

**Study population**

Twenty five male patients diagnosed with High Altitude induced VTE less than 45 years of age, hospitalized at the Department of Haematology, Army Hospital Research and Referral (AHRR), Delhi (a tertiary care unit), and forty healthy, age- and sex-matched volunteers were approached for consent to participate in the study. The medical history of all the participants under study was enquired. The exclusion criteria was followed to exclude participants with medical history of any risk for VTE either themselves or in their near relatives from the control group. For the subjects in patient group, documentation of clinical profile data along with date, and site of venous thrombosis (VT) episode along with the presence of predisposing factors (such as surgery, trauma, prolonged immobilization, hypertension, diabetes, familial history of bleeding) was done. The exclusion criteria for patient group were followed to exclude participants with a record of systemic diseases. The diagnosis of all the patients were confirmed by at least one of the radiological or neurological imaging methods like colour Doppler/contrast-enhanced computed tomography/computed tomography angiography/magnetic resonance imaging. The study was approved by the institutional human ethical committee of Defence Institute of Physiology & Allied Sciences (DIPAS) in line with ICMR guidelines.

**Blood collection**

Peripheral blood samples were collected from all subjects in vacutainer tubes (Becton and Dickinson, NJ, USA) having K$_2$EDTA as anticoagulant. Blood collected was used for DNA isolation (to be used for genotyping analysis). The obtained DNA was stored at -20°C until used.

**Genotyping**

QIAamp DNA isolation kit (Qiagen, Germany), according to the manufacturer’s protocol was used for isolation of high-molecular-weight DNA from peripheral blood collected in EDTA vacutainers. To determine genomic DNA concentration NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was used. DNA samples (100 ng/mL) were loaded on 1% agarose gel containing ethidium bromide and electrophoresed for half hour in order to be visualised under a gel imaging system (Fusion FX5, Vilber Lourmat, France) for the qualitative analysis of isolated DNA. Specific gene sequences for TLR2 A2258G (rs5743708), TLR4 A896G (rs4986790), and TLR9 T-1237C (rs5743836) regions were amplified using specific primer sequences. The final polymerase chain reaction (PCR) contained 100 ng of DNA, 10 pmol of each forward and reverse primer, and 1X RED Taq DNA polymerase buffer (Sigma Aldrich, US). The amplified PCR products were digested with specific restriction enzymes at their optimum temperature. The digested samples were loaded in 2-3 % agarose gel containing ethidium bromide and were subjected to gel electrophoresis to get band of different size. The gel electrophoresis experiments were performed at room temperature, and the bands were seen under UV. The allelic sizes of digested products were determined by comparing them with molecular-weight markers. The
presence of specific alleles was confirmed by presence or absence of digested bands. Positive control and negative control i.e. SNP positive sample with known profile and SNP negative sample (blank) respectively were used in each experiment for verifying results. Complete details of PCR conditions and genotypes screened for different genes are listed in table 1.

Statistical analysis

Genotypic and Allelic frequencies were determined by gene counting and compared by 2x2 contingency table. The statistical significance of differences between patients group and control group were estimated by chi square test, fisher's exact test and calculation of odd's ratio (with 95% confidence interval) using Graph Pad (Prism). Statistical significance criteria is p <0.05 for all tests.

Result and Discussion

The concept that thrombosis can be linked with inflammation has been stated by Peter [32]. The fact that inflammation induces thrombosis is a well-established now but still its pathogenesis is unclear. The pro-inflammatory molecules like cytokines, chemokines links inflammation and hemostasis. A thrombotic state can occur in body due to inflammation as it tends to inhibit fibrinolytic activity along with natural anticoagulant pathways and increases pro-coagulant factors. The vessel endothelium is damaged by chronic inflammation that may cause loss of its vasodilatory properties, physiological anticoagulant, and anti-aggregatory effect. Also, venous thrombosis can be included by inflammation in absence of vessel wall damage [33-35].

TLRs are homologous family of pattern-recognition receptors that are differentially expressed among immune cells in mammals [36]. They initiate the signal transduction pathway by recognizing and binding to either conserved pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) of microorganisms or damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs). After, trigger from TLRs there is activation of signal transduction pathways that lead to dendritic cell maturation and cytokine production [37]. TLRs play a crucial role in activation of the innate immunity [38]. There is growing number of evidences that emphasize on effect of specific single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in TLR genes, as a modulator of bacterial and viral infections. However, the exact relationship between inflammation, innate immunity, and thrombosis still lies infancy.

To prove whether inflammation contributes to the onset or progression of thrombosis, we examined whether a constitutive defect in the innate immune response as occurs in the form of TLRs polymorphism was associated with reduced thrombotic risk or not. To assess this first we analysed the influence of respective SNP on protein structure of TLR2, TLR4 and TLR9 by in silico methods. This was followed by genotyping study to see their association with HA-induced thrombosis.

Influence of mutation on TLR2 protein structure

The SNP rs5743708 of TLR2 corresponds to Arg753Gln mutation in protein structure. The wild type TLR-2 contains 122 pockets which on mutating decreases to 119. The volume and surface area of the pockets increases on mutation (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>Primer Details</th>
<th>PCR Product</th>
<th>Annealing Temp.</th>
<th>R.E.</th>
<th>Band Size (bp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2258G</td>
<td>F: TCCATTGAAAGGCGGACCAAGGCTTAGAGGTCCTTG R: GCCACTCCAGGTAGTCTTG</td>
<td>220bp</td>
<td>56°C</td>
<td>PstI</td>
<td>220 - AA, 220, 184, 36 - GA, 184, 36 - GG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A896G</td>
<td>F:GATCATACACCTTACATACCTTACCATGTACGATC R: GATCAACTTCTGAAAACGATTCCCAC</td>
<td>249bp</td>
<td>60°C</td>
<td>NcoI</td>
<td>249 - AA, 249, 223, 26 - AG, 223, 26 - GG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The number of channels decreases from 15 in wild to 11 in the mutant protein (Table 3). The difference in free energy of the mutation (DDG) as calculated using I-Mutant is -1.38 Kcal/mol due to Arg753Gln in TLR2. The mutant is thermodynamically less stable than the wild TLR2 protein. This means mutant protein will transduce less signal downstream thereby making mutant phenotype protective for the given disease. The figures 1,2 depicts the change in structure of mutant and wild TLR2 protein.

**Influence of mutation on TLR4 protein structure**

The mutation rs4986790 corresponds to Asp259Gly change in the protein and results in a decrease in the number of pockets from 119 in the wild type protein to 114 in the mutant (Table 4). However, there is no change observed in the number of channels on mutation. Only the surface area of the voids decreases on mutation (Table 5). The DDG value of the mutant corresponds to -0.92 Kcal/mol. I-Mutant results further predicted the less stability of the mutant with respect to the wild type protein. Based upon this data it can be hypothesized that mutant phenotype will be protective for disease because of less number of functional pockets as compared to wild type. Thus people harbouring mutant phenotype could be less susceptible to the disease. The changes in structure of mutant and wild TLR4 protein are shown in figures 3,4.

### Table 2: Comparison of volume of 4 major pockets for TLR2 wild type and mutant protein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pockets</th>
<th>Wild type Protein ($\mu$m$^3$)</th>
<th>Mutant protein ($\mu$m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (in red)</td>
<td>5264.58</td>
<td>14544.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (in violet)</td>
<td>4639.36</td>
<td>7004.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (in yellow)</td>
<td>2732.91</td>
<td>2009.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (in green)</td>
<td>1436.91</td>
<td>1697.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Comparison of channels and voids in TLR2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of voids</th>
<th>Highest Void volume ($\mu$m$^3$)</th>
<th>Number of channels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>23.535</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutant</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>18.944</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4: Comparison of channels and voids in TLR4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of voids</th>
<th>Highest Void volume (Å³)</th>
<th>Number of channels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>25.538</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutant</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>14.505</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Comparison of volume of 4 major pockets for TLR4 wild type and mutant protein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pockets</th>
<th>Wild type Protein (Å³)</th>
<th>D299G (Å³)</th>
<th>T399I (Å³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (in red)</td>
<td>3699.47</td>
<td>8634.94</td>
<td>4279.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (in violet)</td>
<td>2906.30</td>
<td>2872.55</td>
<td>4454.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (in yellow)</td>
<td>1921.22</td>
<td>884.67</td>
<td>2602.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (in green)</td>
<td>2076.05</td>
<td>1280.81</td>
<td>830.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3: Comparison of wild type and mutant TLR4 protein structure.**

**Figure 4: Differences in voids of TLR4 wild type and mutant.**

**Influence of mutation on TLR9 protein structure**

The mutation rs5743836 is on the upstream region i.e. at T-1237 C of the gene and it does not fall in open reading frame of the gene. Hence, this is not the part of protein coded by TLR9 gene and does not affect the protein structure.

**Genotyping profiling**

The genotyping profiling of SNPs under the study showed that TLR 2 and TRR9 genes are monomorphic in Indian population in both control and patient group. The frequency of occurrence of TLR4 SNP is also low. There is no homozygous mutant in both study groups. The frequency of AG (heterozygous mutant allele) is almost equal, 16% in patient and 15% in control group. This shows that these mutations are not prevailing in Indian population.

The TLR4 SNP Asp29Gly, under the study has been studied in Caucasian population. The studies reveal that it is associated with innate immunity related diseases, like chronic inflammatory disease and atherosclerosis [39,41]. The other group of researchers showed that in Caucasian populations TLR4 Asp299Gly polymorphism was associated with reductions in angiographic coronary artery disease, vascular inflammation, and clinical diabetes [42].
In contrary to this, the given SNP is very rarely reported in Asian ethnicity. The TLR4 Asp299Gly SNP was studied in 491 Han Chinese subjects but authors failed to detect any homozygous or heterozygous variant genotypes [43]. The association of ischemic stroke in ethnic Chinese patients with the TLR4 gene polymorphism was studied and almost no Asp299Gly variant was detected [44]. In the present study also there was no association seen between the given polymorphism and thrombosis in Indian population.

The TLR9-1237T/C variant has been studied in Korean and Japanese population. In Korean population low frequency (<0.3%) of the variant was observed [45], whereas in a Japanese population no TLR9-1237T/C polymorphism was present in 183 patients with SLE and 198 controls [46]. It has been also reported that, Chinese population also have much less variations at position-1237, our result is in accordance of these studies as we did not detect any SNP at given position in Indian population [47].

The details of allelic frequencies of 3 SNPs are given in figure 5 (Table 6).

Conclusion

The function of a protein is greatly influenced by its structure. Any change in the structure may influence the functionality of the given protein. Thus, the changes in protein structure due to presence of SNP in the corresponding gene may alter its function. Guided by this hypothesis we tried to see the effect of SNPs of TLR2 and TLR4 genes on their protein structure. In both TLR2 and TLR4 the mutant proteins harbour less number of pockets as compared to wild. The cavities and voids are important for ligand binding function in proteins. Many small ligands including therapeutic molecules bind in these cavities. Thus, increase in the number or cavities results in a corresponding increase in the surface area of cavities leading to enhanced ligand binding and vice versa. And, decrease in number of binding pockets will result in reduced downstream signal and hence less aggravated response. The results suggest that these mutations can be protective as they decrease number of binding pockets. Thus, based upon above data we designed further studies on genotypic level by using PCR RFLP approach.

Genotyping studies showed that there is no statistically significant difference between the controls and the patient group in polymorphism of TLR4 gene. This
indicates that the frequency of occurrence of these mutations is highly low in Indian population. Also, the population size under the study is small due to less availability of HA-VTE patient samples. Therefore, due to paucity of samples, no association could be established between TLR polymorphism and the disease under present study. But in silico results are indicative of SNPs being protective and associated with decreased susceptibility to disease. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that mutant phenotype if present in population could lead to less susceptibility for the VTE. This leaves the wide scope of study that need to be carried out on genetic level in larger population size.
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